THANKS FOR PURCHASING A SAVANT LAMP CONTROLLER. HERE’S HOW TO GET STARTED:

1 ENSURE YOUR HOST IS ALREADY SET UP
A Savant Host™ is required to set up the Lamp Controller. A solid green light indicates that the Host is connected to your Wi-Fi® network. If you need help setting up your Host, please refer to the Host Quick Start Guide.

If you need additional help, visit savant.com/support.

2 SIGN IN TO THE SAVANT APP™
Open your Savant App and sign in. Make sure your mobile device is connected to your home Wi-Fi network. Please note: if you have an existing Savant system with multiple profiles, your profile must have administrator privileges in order to set up a new device.

Attention Android Users: Setup requires Android 4.4 or later, and Bluetooth 4.0. For Android-specific troubleshooting tips visit savant.com/support/android.

3 PLUG IN YOUR LAMP CONTROLLER
A flashing yellow light will indicate its readiness to be connected to the system.

4 PLUG YOUR LAMP INTO THE LAMP CONTROLLER
Once your lamp has been plugged into the Lamp Controller, turn the lamp on. Lamps in the off position will not be controllable by Savant.

1 The Host must be connected to a 2.4GHz Wi-Fi network.
USE THE APP TO COMPLETE YOUR SETUP
As long as you’re nearby, your App should recognize the Lamp Controller and will prompt you to connect it to the system. If you do not receive a prompt, tap the + icon in the Devices section of the Savant App. The App will walk you through the rest of the setup.

LOOK FOR THE GREEN LIGHT
Once you’ve completed a successful setup, the LED light on the Lamp Controller should change from flashing yellow to solid green.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, TUTORIAL VIDEOS, AND FAQ’S, VISIT SAVANT.COM/SUPPORT OR CALL US TOLL-FREE AT 1-855-5SAVANT
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